Join us for the most comprehensive technical training event on IBM Systems, products and solutions. You'll learn how to plan, architect, install, configure, migrate, operate and tune your IBM infrastructure for today and tomorrow. Train to stay ahead with IBM Systems TechU.

**Packed with a punch**
The Berlin TechU offers over 350 focused, in-depth training sessions and hands on labs delivered by IBM Distinguished Engineers, developers or product experts on following topics:

- IBM z14™
- IBM z/OS® Ver 2.3
- IBM z/VM® Ver 6.4
- IBM LinuxONE™ and Linux on Z
- Security and Pervasive Encryption
- Performance and Monitoring
- Professional Development
- IBM Storage for Z
- Blockchain
- IBM CICS®, IBM IMS™, IBM WebSphere®, APIs
- IBM DB2®, Spark and Machine Learning
- DevOps & Application Development

**Earn a badge! z/OS, LinuxONE, DevOps, Pervasive Encryption**
Send your early career IBM Z programmers and engineers to the new Rookies tracks. Each track offers a full week of sessions to enable your newer team members to get started and go deep on selected IBM Z topics with hands on training delivered by IBM Technical Training Instructors:

- **z/OS for Rookies** --- learn the history of the IBM mainframe, and the basics of z/OS, TSO, ISPF, JCL and more!
- **LinuxONE for Linux Experts** -- already familiar with Linux on x86 or other platforms? This track will teach you what you need to run Linux on IBM Z and LinuxONE servers, including z/VM basics and Dynamic Partition Manager (DPM)
- **DevOps for IBM Z and LinuxONE Rookies** -- bring application design, development, test and operations together. This track will cover programming languages, databases and operations to implement DevOps on IBM Z and LinuxONE environments.
- **Pervasive Encryption for Security Rookies** -- IBM Z and LinuxONE are the most secure platforms in the industry. This track will cover the complete end-to-end process to implement pervasive encryption on these platforms.

We are partnering with Interskill to offer their e-learning courses at no additional charge for those who register for these tracks. The Interskill courses will be offered prior to the event on registration, and then for three months after the event for those who successfully graduate.

**Architecting the Future**
This track is designed to enable CTO’s, Chief Architects and Innovation Managers to explore solutions and technology choices to overcome infrastructure challenges like advanced architectures, modern data platforms and cognitive computing with IBM Z and Storage.

**IMS Technical Symposium**
Join us in Berlin to build your IMS expertise, renew your technical and professional relationships, and participate in the only full week educational opportunity for IMS.
What you’ll find at an IBM TechU

- **Sharpen your expertise** with 100s of sessions led by IBM Distinguished Engineers and product experts…the A-team of the IBM Systems community
- **Experience the latest technology** via demos and hands on labs geared to all skill levels
- **Test-drive new products** from IBM and IBM Business Partners in the Solution Center
- **Expand your professional network** when you connect with product developers and industry leaders
- **Learn from your peers** via networking sessions and discussions on real-world IT challenges and successes

Who should attend?

This event is intended for IBM clients, IBM Business Partners and IBM employees:

- Data Center Managers
- Technical Support Managers
- Project Managers
- Systems & Application Programmers
- IT Architects
- Hardware Planners & Capacity Planners
- Performance Analysts
- IT Executives & Business Managers
- IBM Business Partners
- Other IT Professionals

IBM TechU features skill-building sessions that are in demand and appeal to attendees who share a technical vision and curiosity. IBM TechU offers technical breakout sessions, roundtables, demos, and more.

Sponsorship and exhibitor opportunities

Contact Catherine Tenaerts:
Catherine.tenaerts@ibm.com

Looking for worldwide TechU events?

www.ibm.com/training/events

IBM TechU LinkedIn Group

http://ibm.biz/IBM-U-LinkedIn

View event highlights – Connect with attendees and tech experts – Stay on top of the latest technology trends. Articles and more!

IBM TechU Registration

Please use the following link for registration:
http://ibm.biz/REG-Berlin

Registration Rates*

Business / Government
- Early Bird rate 1.869 € (ends 15/03/2019)
- Standard rate 2.199 €

Business Partners
- Early Bird rate 1.869 € (ends 15/03/2019)
- Standard rate 2.199 €

Academic
- Standard rate 1.649 €

*All rates above are exclusive of local VAT (19%).

Hotel reservation

IBM TechU will take place at the Vienna House Andel’s Berlin. Please note that you are responsible for your own hotel booking and that your hotel reservation is not considered part of your registration to the conference.

Address: Landsberger Allee 106, 10369 Berlin,
Germany
Phone: +49 30 4530530

Questions?
Email us at stg_conferences@be.ibm.com
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